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Child Mental Abuse: An Unseen Scar
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Abstract : Future of society is built on the foundations built by the parents of today and how they raise their children. Strong
foundations are made by accepting environments, good morals, and sound educations. Child abuse is a harm that immediately
corrupts a child and everything that could do for society. Every child is a segment of modern society and future society, every
child corrupted is a segment of society corrupted. Physical abuse is a clear abuse that leaves bruises and can traumatize a child
for life, it can leave scars but effect a child’s mind for life. Another form of abuse, however, still impacts a child for life but with
no scars to be seen. Child mental abuse directly targets children’s minds to control, manipulate, and belittle them. It becomes
close to impossible to escape as there is no clear law defining mental abuse, the parent manipulates the child to stay quiet, and
finally the child must come to terms that there parent is harming them. Society does not react to mental and physical abuse in
the same manner. In a society that works to protect it future and it children, mental abuse is given a strange lack of attention.
In order to protect children, all forms of abuse must be treated and given attention to. Mental abuse comes in many forms and
can be extremely hard to spot, unlike physical abuse, but can still lead to the trauma other abuse can cause. While no abuse is
worse than others, mental abuse should not be treated like it is nonexistent.
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